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Welcome to Stay In Focus Media - I'm stoked you're here!
 
Thanks so much for checking out Stay In Focus Media! My name is Jordan Beaujour and my wife 
Cassidy and I are the founders and owners of SFM since starting it in 2016. We LOVE people 
and the opportunity to capture love, stories, and help along the journey. Adventure is big for us. 
We love touring new places, traveling, and have a desire to see the beautiful world our Creator 
has made for us. We are a Christian based company- fully believing in Jesus Christ and serving 
Him to the best of our ability using the talents He’s blessed us with. I am a creative and movie 
buff and I love to drum and skateboard. Cassidy is a skilled cheerleading coach and is 
passionate about leading worship. We love to hang out and connect with people... maybe you 
can be one of them! 

" SFM was so easy to work with! From 
engagement photos to the day of, They 
were super helpful, friendly, and gave us 
some amazing photos! As someone that 
doesn’t always enjoy being in front of the 
camera, they made it a really comfortable 

and fun experience! "

xoxo,

Robin & Sam
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What we stand for at Stay In Focus Media is letting us tell the story of our couples with the world 
with energy, humor, love, creativity.
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So if you have made it this far, you are proably interested in a session and want more 
information right? Pricing, what to expect, how it allllll goes down, etc? Well I am about to walk 
you through it all! Hopefully by the end you wont have any questions BUT if you do I would be 
more than happy to help.

 

1. Initial consultation

When any of our clients contact us we make 
it a habit to schedule times to sit down and 
meet and hear the vision behind each 
person. Then we follow up with you to make 
sure we are all on the same page in what it is 
you are looking for. Then, we send over a 
proposal detailing exactly what it is you'll be 
recieving from the coverage times, to the 
amount of photos you'll recieve, as well as 
your contract to be sign and dated for us to 
get your project up on our schedule. 50% of 
the total amount is due on signing  as a 
deposite while the remaining balance is due 
a week before the wedding. We knowing 
weddings can have stressful crazy moving 
parts so don't let photos be one of them.

2. Make a plan

Once the boring stuff is out of the way we 
can get down to the fun stuff, storyboarding 
and brainstorming. At SFM we like to be over 
prepared and know exactly what's going to 
happen before you do! That's why we set up 
a constant connection of communication 
detailing exaclty how your big day is going 
to play out from you putting on your dress to 
walking down the aisle and even getting in 
your get away car. We help you plan out any 
special moments or detail shots even 
pictures you've seen on pintrest that you 
love and want to try out, that's what we are 
here for.
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" Stay in Focus was creative, professional, 
and responsive. He did videography for both 

my rehearsal dinner and wedding. They 
worked very well with my photographer and 

wedding planner. I was admittedly not as 
communicative as I should have been, but 

they just rolled with it and made an 
AMAZING teaser. I can’t wait to see the 

longer versions. 

Highly recommend!! "

3. Lets get shooting!

Day of you choose the time you'd like for us 
to be there. Even if you want to stagger your 
times for some photo coverage at a rehersal 
dinner and the rest for day of we can do that 
as well. We charge $250 an hour so if you 
booked us for an alloted time and would like 
to add more not a problem we got you 
covered. We want to make sure you have a 
peice of mind with your photos so who ever 
you designated to be your point person for 
your day of we make sure we connect with 
them when we are on our way to your 
wedding as well as when we arrive and 
when we are leaving.

4. Final delivery

Here is the best part, we guarantee your 
photo turnaround time for 30 days after your 
wedding date. Crazy right? We know you 
want to get you photos posted and shown to 
your friends and family and show them how 
amazing you looked and how amazing your 
wedding day was and we can't wait for you 
to post them either so we'll get them to you 
quick! All of our clientel are entitled to a full 
online photo gallery because we know the 
pain and hasssle from detailing with USB's or 
DVD'S. Make it easy enough for you to 
download all your photos with a click of 
button.
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PHOTOGRAPHYPHOTOGRAPHY

ITEMS QTY UNIT PRICE TOTAL

Photo Package 1 Qty $1,500 $1,500

Getting a photographer is easy, but finding the right one is hard as we know. That's why this 
incredible value package is made for you, giving incredible photos at an exceptional value!

- 6 Hours of Wedding Photography Coverage.

- Online Image Gallery with all of your images that will remain up for 60 days which you can 
download all your photos with a click of a button

- You will receive a minimum of 200 edited, high-resolution colored images
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Photo Package 2 Qty $2,500 $2,500

This package is for our sentimental folks. If you're looking to get all the reaction, all the 
breathtaking moments, photos to last a lifetime then we've got you covered right here!

- 8 Hours of Wedding Photography Coverage

- Additional Photographer for 6 hours on your wedding day

- Engagement Session. Includes one hour session with one outfit and one location (can be 
exchange for an additional 25 printed photos)

- Online Image Gallery with all of your images that will remain up for 60 days which you can 
download all your photos with a click of a button

- You will receive a minimum of 200 edited, high-resolution colored images

- 25 Printed photos printed on museum like quality matte print
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Photo Package 3 Qty $3,500 $3,500

You are opening yourself up to an adventure like no other with this package. Capturing authentic, 
beautiful expressions & moments from every angle and giving you the ultimate keepsake 
package. On top of that, delivering a fresh, joyful and even thrilling experience to those we 
photograph.

- 10 Hours of Wedding Photography Coverage

- Additional Photographer for 10 hours on your wedding day

- Engagement Session. Includes one hour session with one outfit and one location (can be 
exchange for an additional 25 printed photos)

-Aerial Drone photos of your beautiful venue, ambience, and environment

-10x10 Photo custom wedding album with 20 of your favorite photos to be printed on page stock 
Superfine with a foil stamped wooden box featuring the phrase "from this day forward"

- Online Image Gallery with all of your images that will remain up for 60 days which you can 
download all your photos with a click of a button

- You will receive a minimum of 200 edited, high-resolution colored images

-You will receive a minimum of 200 edited, high-resolution black & white images

-50 Printed photos printed on museum like quality matte print
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VIDEOGRAPHYVIDEOGRAPHY

ITEMS QTY UNIT PRICE TOTAL

Wedding Videography Package 1 Qty $1,000 $1,000

- Includes 4 hours of coverage. Typically short ceremony coverage, or adventurous elopements.

- High Definition HD quality 

- Final video will be 3-4 minutes long

- Vows will be recorded and intertwined into the final video (if requested)
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Wedding Videography Package 2 Qty $2,000 $2,000

- 6 hours of coverage

- High Definition HD quality 

- A final 6-8 minute highlight video

- A 2nd Videographer

- Drone Coverage

- Vows will be recorded and intertwined into the final video (if requested)

Wedding Videography Package 3 Qty $3,000 $3,000

- 8 hours of coverage

- High Definition 4KUHD quality

- A final 7-10 minute highlight video of your special day 

- A 60 second cinematic trailer of your wedding film delivered two after wedding day

- A 2nd Videographer

- RAW Footage of Toasts

- Ceremony Edit

- Drone Coverage

- Vows will be recorded and intertwined into the final video
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Video & Film Combo Qty $0 $0

This package is the perfect duo to capture emotion in your photos and memories in your 
videos!
We offer any two video photo package as a combo deals giving you 15% off!
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ITEMS QTY UNIT PRICE TOTAL
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Travel Services Qty $1,000 $1,000

We travel now, and this will cover any fee that requires us to provide destination weddings 
and elopements

Additional Photographer Qty $300 $300

for double the coverage and reactions.

Aerial Drone Shots Qty $250 $250

Self explanatory (Note, Drone flying is NOT permitted in certain areas like National Parks 
and other places... make sure your wedding is a suitable location and that the weather is 
decent for Drone piloting before picking this item!)

Edited Photos in Black & White Qty $100 $100

All packages include a colored and now you can receive a traditional Black & White 
Collection as well

Set of 25 Printed Photos Qty $50 $50

A print for a set of 25 textured, matte prints offer a high-quality look and feel that was 
made to honor the everyday.

10x10 Photo Album with 20 images Qty $300 $300

Drawing on time-honored binding techniques, the Layflat Album features ultra-thick pages 
that lay flat when open for seamless panoramic impact.
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12x12 Photo Album with 40 images Qty $450 $450

Drawing on time-honored binding techniques, the Layflat Album features ultra-thick pages 
that lay flat when open for seamless panoramic impact.

Extra Hour Qty $170 $170

Get's you an additional hour of coverage!
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READY?
I AM!
 

So, what are the next steps?
 
Go ahead and let us know how all this sounds and we can get start booking you for a 
consulation to connect face to face and see how we can best serve you. We will give you a 
questionnaire as well just to get a few more details about your wedding but easy questions don't 
worry! 


